
SHERRY CLARK

OUR  FAVORITE  APPS



- My name is SHERRY CLARK.  My husband 
CHUCK and I are snowbirds and we 
spend 6 months in Arizona and 6 months 
in Colorado 

- I will present a few apps on my iPhone 
and we can discuss any of them you like 

- Then, I would like some of you to share 
one of your favorite apps - ONE AT A 
TIME PLEASE 

- Leave your name and email to receive a 
list of all the apps we review so that you 
needn’t try to remember everything 

- Any questions before we begin?

HISTORY  
AND WHAT TO EXPECT



- Stocard just joined Klarna and 
has a new look 

- This app is used to show and 
scan your rec card so that you 
needn’t always have your rec 
card 

- It will also store other rewards 
cards if you like 

- I generally use the Apple Wallet 
for everything but my Rec Card

STOCARD
FREE



- I use this app once per year 

- It shows tee times, 
leaderboard, player bios, 

- Pertinent news about the 
tournament 

- Live coverage of some of the 
play 

- Broadcast coverage schedule 

THE MASTERS
FREE



- Find gas with the prices listed 

- Enter a price if you are at a gas 
station 

- You actually have the 
possibility of winning free gas 
if you report prices 

- I think your odds might be as 
good as me going to the moon

GAS BUDDY
FREE



- This is great for traveling by 
car 

- It is your Interstate pitstop 
finder 

- Find gas stations, food, hotels, 
attractions, pharmacies, 
medical assistance, shopping, 
banks, etc

I EXIT
FREE



- Check on the status of your 
plane or someone else’s 

- Find out where your plane is 
coming in from before your 
flight 

- Shows gates but if it differs 
from the one you are sitting at, 
you better check on it

FLIGHT AWARE
FREE



- Set the language you speak and the 
one the other person speaks … let’s 
say English and Spanish 

- When you speak (English), it will 
translate to Spanish and speak the 
phrase 

- NOTE: Question was how it 
compared to the Apple Translate - I 
have no experience using it so 
could not say. Also was asked it the 
playback can be slowed down … 
will have to research

SAY HI
FREE



- Shows the conversion of 
currency 

- Conversion could be a little 
different depending on the 
day, however it will give you a 
good idea

MONEY CONVERTER PLUS
FREE



- Shows incidents nearby … 
police activity, fires, accidents 

- It will show certain videos 

- Turn on notifications and it will 
give off a sound when 
something happens

CITIZEN
FREE



- MUST have and wear Apple 
watch to bed 

- Sleep time goals 

- Total sleep 

- Restful sleep 

- Sleeping heart rate dip 

- Average sleeping heart rate 

- Sleep disruption

SLEEPWATCH
FREE



- Can be used to measure a 
distance 

- Can be used as a level 

- NOTE: Gary McNulty noted to 
check it with a dollar bill (2” x 
6”)

MEASURE
FREE



- LITE is FREE 

- Locate 5 closest registered 
offenders to your location 

- Tap on the pins on the map 
and the photo and details 
appear

SEX OFFENDERS LITE
FREE



- Mobile trail maps 

- Good for walking 

- Shows your “trail” (where you 
have been) 

- Your treks can be saved for 
later reference 

- Does not rely on cellular or wifi 
… gps based

GAIA GPS
SHARED BY NICK



- Who doesn’t like to save as 
they shop online 

- Used to be EBates 

- Earn cash back - they will 
actually send you a check for 
shopping your favorite stores 
through them 

- Deals, coupons 

- I can’t wait to try it

RAKUTEN
GARY MCNULTY SHARED AFTER CLASS


